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Abstract. Tree based indexing structures like B -trees, B + -trees, Bitmap indexes and R-trees have become
essential for getting good performance when accessing vast datasets. However, most database research seems to
ignore the behavior that the disk hardware observes during index scans. In this paper we aim to refocus attention
on efficiently utilizing the underlying hardware during concurrent index scans. We propose a new “transcurrent
execution model” (TEM) for concurrent user queries against tree indexes. Our model exploits intra-parallelism
of the index scan and dynamically decomposes each query into a set of disjoint “query patches”. TEM integrates
the ideas of prefetching and shared scans in a new framework, suitable for dynamic multi-user environments. It
supports time constraints in the scheduling of these patches and introduces the notion of data flow for achieving
a steady progress of all queries. Our experiments demonstrate that the transcurrent query execution results in
high locality of I/O which in turn translates to substantial performance benefits in terms of query execution
time, buffer hit ratio and disk throughput. These benefits increase as the workload in the warehouse increases
and offer a highly scalable solution to the I/O problem of data warehouses.

1 Introduction
On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) involves complex ad-hoc queries that access millions of records and perform interesting aggregations. The main cost in terms of the time consumed of executing these queries is not doing
the actual arithmetic, but of retrieving the data that affects the calculated items. In a relational DBMS, materialized
derived relations (views) have long been proposed to speed up query processing. In a data warehouse, these views
store redundant, aggregated information and are commonly referred to as summary tables [4]. B + -trees are used
for realizing the views, however they offer limited indexing capability for multi-attribute queries. An alternative is
to consider the view records as multi-dimensional points and organize them using R-trees [31, 27, 17]. Tree based
indexes are also exploited in multidimensional architectures as in the proprietary tree structure of Essbase [8], or
in the form of Cube Forests [16].
Another form of redundancy is to index the detailed data in order to provide fast access to individual records.
This is achieved using multiple B -trees [13] or variations of B -trees like the Log-Structured Merge Tree (LS M Tree) [24] and the recently proposed Y -tree [15]. Many commercial systems use variations of Bitmap indices [22,
23, 3] that offer query performance improvements at a low disk space overhead. In its simplest form a Bitmap index
is a B -tree that instead of storing at the leaf-pages a list of record-ids for each key value, it stores a compressed
bit-map. There is one such bit-map for each value of the key.
The previous discussion shows that tree-based indices are extensively used to store and/or index large volumes
of enterprise data for decision support applications. In a multiuser environment accessing these indices has the
potential of becoming a significant performance bottleneck. This is because in an unsynchronized execution model,
concurrent queries are “competing” for the shared system resources like memory buffers and disk bandwidth while
accessing the trees. Scheduling of disk requests and pre-fetching are well-studied techniques [10, 35, 2] exploited
by all modern disk controllers to maximize the performance of the disk sub-system. However, optimizing the
execution of the I/O at the physical disk level does not always realize the potential performance benefits. This
is especially true in a highly competitive multi-user database environment were different access patterns from
multiple queries are interleaved and produce a noisy I/O pattern with very high entropy. Figure 1 shows traces
from 40 concurrent queries against a 3-dimensional R-tree. Y-axis represents the logical page id of a request. One
can observe some sequential patterns of requests for close by pages, but the overall picture is rather noisy

Even-though most commercial systems perform asynchronous I/O, from the buffer’s perspective the interaction
with a query is a synchronous one: the query thread asks for a page, waits till the buffer manager satisfies the
request and then resumes execution. This leaves the buffer manager with limited opportunities for maximizing
performance.
In [6], against a B -tree index scan, pre-fetching guided by the upper B -tree levels is exploited to boost I/O
throughput for a single query . This is achieved by identifying the list of leaf pages that need to be accessed and by
initiating prefetches of those pages. This is a case where the query does not ask for one page at a time but rather
for a whole batch at once. Analogous methods are introduced in [18, 1, 32]. However, in a multi-user environment,
aggressive pre-fetching for multiple queries on disjoint parts of the index will only amplify congestion in the buffer
manager [2, 32]. In most cases, overlapping I/O among multiple queries is only exploited if it occurs within a small
time-space window. Even queries with high locality of I/O will only gain small benefits from the available memory
buffers. In our tests with skewed workload with high locality of I/O, the buffer hit ratio was less than 52% in all
cases. For uncorrelated queries this number drops in single digits. This is due to the lack of synchronization, at the
buffer manager level, among the execution of multiple concurrent queries.
Recently, data warehousing products introduced the notion of shared circular scans (e.g. RedBrick). The idea
is for a new scan to join (merge) with an existing scan on the index/table that currently feeds a running query.
Obviously the latter scan will have to access the beginning of the index later. Microsoft SQL server supports
“merry-go-round” scans by begining each index at the current position, however there is no explicit synchronization
among the queries. In this paper we capitalize on, extend and formalize the idea of shared index scans. We propose
a new “transcurrent execution model” (TEM) for concurrent user queries against tree indices, which is based on
the notion of detached non-blocking query patches. This is achieved by processing index pages that are cached by
the buffer manager and detaching execution of disk-resident parts of the query that we call “patches”. TEM allows
uninterrupted query processing while waiting for I/O. Collaboration among multiple queries is accomplished by
synchronizing the detached patches and exploiting overlapping I/O among them. We use a circular scan algorithm
that dynamically merges detached requests on adjacent areas of the tree. By doing the synchronization before the
buffer manager, we manage to achieve a near-optimal buffer hit ratio and thus, minimum interaction with the disk
at the first time.
We further exploit pre-fetching strategies, by grouping multiple accesses in a single composite request (analogous to multipage I/Os in [6]) that reduces communication overhead between the query threads and the buffer
manager and permits advanced synchronization among them. Compared against shared circular scans, TEM is far
more dynamic, since merging is achieved for any type of concurrent I/O, not just for sequential scans of the index.
TEM identifies correlated I/O requests among multiple queries and “joins” them to reduce congestion in the buffer
manager. Compared with conventional pre-fetching strategies for B -tree indices, our framework is more generic
since it also covers Bitmap indices and R-trees and can be easily adapted to virtually any tree-based structure used
in the data warehouse.
Another important difference is that our composite requests consist of pages that will actually be requested
by the query. On the contrary, typical pre-fetching techniques retrieve pages that have high-probability of being
accessed in the future, but might be proven irrelevant to the query. Furthermore, to our knowledge we are the first
to formalize a synchronization technique among concurrent queries in a dynamic multi-user environment. Another
contribution of the TEM framework is that we address the issue of fairness in the execution of the detached patches
and introduce the notion of data flow to achieve a steady flow of data pages to all query threads. This allows
efficient execution of complex query plans that pipeline records retrieved by the index scans.
Our experiments demonstrate that transcurrent query execution results in better utilization of the CPU and in
high locality of I/O, which in turn translates to substantial performance benefits. Compared to an unsynchronized
query execution model, it provides substantial improvements in terms of query execution time, query data flow,
buffer hit ratio and disk throughput. These benefits increase as the workload in the data warehouse increases and
offer a highly scalable solution to the I/O problem of data warehouses. Furthermore, TEM is easily integrated with
existing systems and provides no overhead regardless the workload.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the motivation behind our architecture. In
section 3 we make a detailed description of the TEM and discuss related implementation and performance issues.
In section 4 we define data flow and show how to support time constraints in the scheduling of the detached query
patches. Finally, section 5 contains the experiments and in section 6 we draw the conclusions.
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2 Motivation
Most commercial data warehouses maintain a pool of session-threads that are being allocated to serve incoming
user queries. In a data warehouse environment, the I/O is read-only and the query threads generate concurrent read
page requests. These requests are handled by the buffer manager who will initiate an actual I/O to disk for all the
pages not in the buffer pool.
The task of the buffer manager is to maximize the buffer hit ratio and therefore minimize the interaction with
the disk. In the database literature there is an abundance of research on buffer allocation and replacement strategies
(e.g. [30, 9, 7, 19, 5, 21]). For tree index structures, a Domain Separation Algorithm [25] introduced multiple LRU
buffer pools, one for each level of the tree. Because of the multi-level organization, top level pages of the index
have increased probabilities for staying in memory, resulting in about 8-10% better query performance than plain
LRU. A similar algorithm (OLRU) is also discussed in [29] and is proved to be optimal under the assumption
of a uniform distribution of index page reference densities. Variations of the Domain Separation algorithm are
also discussed in [9, 20]. However in [7] Chou and DeWitt point out that for indices with large fan-out the root is
perhaps the only page worth keeping in memory. In data warehouses, indices are typically created and refreshed
through bulk operations. As a result the trees tend to be rather packed and shallow and the potential improvements
from a domain separation algorithm are limited. For example in an 1GB R-tree index, built with 16KB page size
and 100% leaf page utilization [28], non-leaf pages contribute less than 0.5% of the index space. Even if LRU’s
hit ratio goes to 100% for non-leaf pages the increase in the overall buffer hit ratio will be insignificant. Similarly
for compressed Bitmap indices most of the information is stored in the leaves of the tree that occupy most of the
index. Therefore, for compacted indices, none of the previous algorithms is expected to behave differently than
straightforward LRU.
In a concurrent multi-user environment there is limited potential for improving the buffering of the leaf-level
pages. Each query thread works in pace with the buffer manager1: it requests one page at a time, await till it gets the
page and then advances the index scan. Given n > 2 concurrent queries on an 100MB index (6,400 16KB pages)
and uniform distribution of accesses, the probability that the same data page is requested by 2 or more queries at a
given time is:
poverlap (n) = 1
p(1=6400; 0; n)
p(1=6400; 1; n)
(1)
where:
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is the standard binomial distribution. In Figure 2 we plot poverlap as the number of concurrent queries increases
from 1 up to 10,000. We also plot the same probability for a more realistic 80-20 access pattern, where 20% of
the pages receive 80% of the requests. These graphs show that for reasonable numbers of concurrent users, these
probabilities are practically zero.
The buffer pool allows the system to gain from overlapping I/O even if it doesn’t occur at the same time-frame.
The more buffers we have the larger this “grace-period” can be. In the unlikely event that the whole index fits in
memory, all overlapping requests will be exploited, no matter their time-stamp. However for most cases where only
part of the index fits in memory, overlapping requests have to occur within a relatively short time-window before
the replacement strategy used flushes “idle” pages to disk. Two obvious solutions to the problem are: i) to increase
the size of the buffers; and ii) to use an application specific replacement strategy like OLRU. However, another
orthogonal optimization that, to our knowledge, has not been exploited is to increase the amount of overlapping
I/O within the “grace-period” provided by the buffers. In Figure 2 we see that the probability of overlapping I/O
slowly increases with the number of queries. Of course we do not want to introduce useless queries to increase our
changes of overlap! Instead we want our existing workload to produce a heavier flow of correlated requests that
will enable the buffer manager to better exploit overlapping I/O.
This is achieved by a non-blocking mechanism, in which page requests that are not in the buffers are detached
from the current execution of the query thread while the query thread advances its scan. We call this model of
execution transcurrent because it detaches the processing of the requested I/O and delegates it as a query patch to
an asynchronous service thread. This creates the illusion of a higher number of concurrent queries and results in
increased chances of getting overlapping I/O, as demonstrated in Figure 2.
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3 Transcurrent Execution Model (TEM)
In this section we propose an architecture for the TEM. Our goal throughout the design was to require the least
amount of modifications for integration into existing systems. The architecture introduces a new “Service Thread”
(ST) for each active index, i.e. an index that is accessed by a query. Depending on the number of indices and disks
in the system, the administrator may modify the configuration and assign multiple indices to each ST.
The ST accepts page requests generated from the query threads that scan the index. This is shown in Figure 3,
where multiple query threads are communicating with the ST of the same index. This thread is interjected between
the buffer manager and the query threads. Since concurrency control and locking in a database system are implemented at the buffer manager level, the ST does not need to deal with locking for concurrency control. Therefore,
although TEM is mainly intended for data warehousing environments, it can also be adopted by OLTP systems.
The ST accepts all read-page requests for its corresponding index. Requests for pages that are in memory are
immediately passed to the buffer manager and ST acts as a transparent gateway between the query thread and the
buffer manager, as seen in the Figure.2 For pages that are not in the buffer pool their requests are queued within
the ST. The query thread that issued the request can either block until the page is actually read, or in some cases
advance the index scan. In the later case the processing of the page is detached and performed internally, as a query
patch, by ST when the page is actually fetched from disk. We use a QueryPatch class to describe detached requests.
This class contains among others:
– a logical pageId of the index page that needs to be retrieved.
2
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– a funcId of the function that should be called by ST when the page becomes available along with necessary
arguments in order to process the page.
– an outFuncId pointer to a function that redirects the output of the processed page. This can either go to the
screen or another thread that processes the data retrieved from the index (e.g. in a join).
– the queryThreadId of the session thread initiated the request.
Our goal is to optimize the execution order of the requests that are queued in ST (see Figure 3) in order to
achieve higher buffer hit ratio. Assuming that the buffer manager is using a variant of the LRU replacement policy,
an optimal execution strategy for ST would be to put requests on the same page together, so that subsequent reads
would be serviced immediately from the pool. If I/O requests from all queries were known a-priori, we could
simply sort them, merge overlapping requests and execute them in any order. In a dynamic scenario, where new
queries arrive asynchronously, we can use a circular scan algorithm [10, 35] that is frequently used for scheduling
I/O at the disk controller level. For these system, the key idea is to align adjacent page requests and smooth-out
costly random seeks on the disk. By using the same type of algorithm for our synchronization step, we not only
achieve our goal, which is to maximize hit ratio, but we also generate an I/O stream that is bread-and-butter for a
modern disk controller.
3.1 Index Scans for TEM
TEM is used for querying hierarchical tree indexes like B -trees and R-trees. For simplicity in the notation we will
be using as reference the standard R-tree structure. Since R-trees generalize the B -tree index for multiple keys,
our technique is also applicable to B -trees/B + -trees and Bitmap indexes.
As a running example we will be referring to a sample data warehouse that is built for analyzing supermarket
transactions. A materialized view is used to store the total quantity of every product that each customer
is buying. Table 1 provides some sample data for this view. The view is stored in a single 2-dimensional R-tree
as proposed in [27, 17]. Each record is realized as a two-dimensional point where the product value defines the
x-coordinate of the point and the customer value the y-coordinate respectively. The aggregate value is stored as
the content of the point. For instance the first row of the table is mapped into point (x = 1; y = 1; value = 26).

product customer sum(quantity)
1
1
26
1
2
24
1
4
41
1
5
9
2
2
6
2
3
5
3
1
3
3
2
27
3
4
7
3
5
15
4
1
6
4
2
10
4
3
1
4
4
21
Table 1. An aggregate view on product & customer attributes

Using this mapping the resulting R-tree index is shown in Figure 4. The buckets 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 8 in the Figure
represent nodes of the R-tree. Each node is stored in a different page on the disk with the page number shown on
the top-left hand side of the node. The point-data of the view is stored at the leaf pages, as in a traditional B + -tree.
An intermediate node holds a list of entries that contain Minimum Bounding Rectangles for indexing the space of
the children nodes as well as pointers to the children nodes [14].
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Compared to a B + -tree representation, this R-tree can be efficiently used for answering arbitrary range queries
on both customer and product attributes. Such a query is depicted as a two-dimension rectangle in the (customer, product) attribute space. For instance a query that retrieves sales of products with id 1 through 3 to customer
1 can be encoded using rectangle Q = (xmin = 1; ymin = 1; xmax = 3; ymax = 1).
For querying we assume a standard R-tree search algorithm [14] that descends the tree from the root following
subtrees that overlap the query rectangle. For the previous query the search path will be (numbers correspond to
page-numbers): 8 ! 6 ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 7 ! 4.
In an traditional index scan, each page request will block the query thread until the page is brought in the
buffers. In the TEM if the page is not in the buffer pool, then the request is queued and will be executed at a later
time according to the scheduling algorithm described in the next subsection. We then have the option to stop the
query thread, until the page is actually fetched from the disk or let it scan the rest of the tree structure. However, the
potential benefits for doing that depend on how far the algorithm has proceeded in traversing the tree. For instance
at the root-level the index scan can not resume until the root is fetched from the disk. However, if we defer the
processing of the left-most level-1 page of Figure 4, we can still work with its sibling page. Even more options
are available when accessing a leaf data page. In such cases we can always advance the search until the tree is
exhausted.
For indexes that are created using bulk-load operations in a data warehouse, non-leaf pages are typically a very
small fraction of the overall index space. For an 1GB product, customer view of our example, only about 5MB
of disk space is consumed by the non-leaf node pages of the corresponding R-tree.3 Assuming relatively frequent
queries on the view, most of these pages will be buffered in memory. As a result there is no evidence in getting
any improvement by advancing the search for non-leaf pages, since in most cases the page will be available in the
3
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buffers anyway and the scan will not be blocked. Therefore, we do not consider detaching execution of non-leaf
page requests and the query thread is blocked whenever such a request is not immediately satisfied from the buffer
pool. On the contrary, for the remaining 99.5% of leaf (data) pages, because of the asynchronous execution, the
probability that the page is in the pool at the exact time that the request is made is very small, see Figure 2. Therefore
for leaf pages it is faster to detach their requests without checking the buffers with the bmPageLookUp(pageI d)
function, otherwise a lot a thread congestion is happening. If these pages happen to be in memory, the ST will
immediately pool them from the queue as described in the next section and process them as a query patch.
Figure 5 depicts the proposed transcurrent execution model. The query thread (QT) initiates page requests
while searching the index. These requests are scheduled internally by the ST. Execution of leaf page requests is
always detached and performed by the service thread.4 Non-leaf pages that are in the pool are handled by the QT.
Otherwise, the QT is blocked until the page is fetched in memory by the ST. Therefore, processing of non-leaf
pages is only performed by the query thread.
3.2 Synchronization of Detached Query Patches
ST reorganizes queued requests in a way that maximizes the performance of the buffer manager. This can
be achieved by dynamically merging requests on adjacent areas of the tree through a circular scan or elevator
algorithm. This family of algorithms has been shown [35] to perform well for I/O with significant read sequentiality.
This is the case for index scans of B -trees, Bitmap indices and R-trees, at least when leaf pages are being scanned.
As we mentioned earlier, these algorithms also result in better performance by the underlying disk controllers.
This is because scheduling based on logical block (page) numbers has been shown to work well [35, 2], even if
the underlying mapping to physical block numbers is unknown. Even in the case of a RAID-box that re-shuffles
requests to different disks, a primary sequential access pattern generated by ST will give the best performance. This
is because most partitioning schemes used in RAID have been designed for applications with primary sequential
I/O (e.g. video streams). However, ST does not aim to do the job of, or replace disk controllers. It is only used as a
mean to synchronize requests before the buffer manager and to allow deferred query execution, so that concurrent
queries will share and not compete for memory buffers.
The ST maintains the current position on the file of the last satisfied disk I/O. Query threads continuously
generate new requests, either as a result of a newly satisfied page request, or because of the non-blocking execution
model that allows the search algorithm to advance, even if some page-reads are pending. Incoming page requests
are split into two distinct sets. The first called “left” contains requests for pages before the last satisfied page of the
index and the set called “right” (assuming a file scan from left to right) contains requests for pages in-front of the
last page accessed. These are actually multi-sets since we allow duplicates, i.e multiple requests for the same page
by different threads. The next request to satisfy is the nearest request to the current position from the right set
that is realized as a heap. When the right set gets empty, the current position is initialized to the smallest request
in the left set and the left set becomes the right set.
An extension that we have implemented but not include in this paper is to permit pages in the right set, even if
they are within some small threshold on the left of the current position. The intuition is that these pages are likely to
be in the cache of the disk controller. This allows better synchronization of queries that are slightly “misaligned”.
However, picking the right threshold requires knowledge of the hardware platform used.
We also experimented with an elevator algorithm that switches direction when reaching the end/start of the file.
We did not expect better performance, but to our surprise this algorithm was much slower than the circular scan
algorithm that we described, probably due to conflicts with the scheduling algorithm implemented at the hardware
of our disk controller. We plan to investigate this matter on different hardware platforms.
3.3 Composite Requests for Increased Overlapping I/O
Assume a query that descends the tree of Figure 6 following the paths denoted by the thick arrows. The working
set for this query is:
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The query traverses two sub-trees generating one request at a time. An opportunity for optimization arrives when
processing level-1 nodes; i.e nodes just above the leaves of the tree. When such a node is processed we know
which of the underlying leaf pages the query will request. For instance after page 10 is read, we can group requests
for leaf pages 1,2,3 into a single composite multi-page request denoted as f1; 2; 3g. We do not want to apply the
same technique when accessing intermediate nodes higher in the tree structure, otherwise the search is reduced to
a Breadth First Search algorithm that requires memory proportional to the width of the index.
For handling multi-page requests the QueryPatch class is extended to contain a (sorted) list of page numbers:
r = fp1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn g. When testing a composite request against the current position on the file, we use the smallest
page number of the group p1 . If it is smaller, the multi-page request is added to the left set, otherwise it is added
to the right set. Using composite requests the query shown in Figure 6 will generate the following requests:
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Composite requests are more efficient because of the lower overhead required for the communication between the
query-thread and the ST. However, an even more important side-effect of using composite requests it that the ST
is given more information at every interaction with the query threads and is able to provide better synchronization.
For instance, 10 concurrent single-page requests provide at any given point 10 “hints” to the scheduler (ST) on
what the future I/O will be. In comparison composite requests of 100 pages each,5 provide a hundred times more
information at any given point. Looking back at Figure 2 this generates the illusion of having 10  100 = 1000
p
(1000)
1:0998e 2
=
= 9998 times (i.e four
concurrent queries for which now the probability of overlap is poverlap
1 :1 e 6
overlap (10)
orders of magnitude) higher! Furthermore, due to the non-blocking execution of the index scan, the query threads
are constantly feeding the ST with more information, resulting in even higher gains. In this sense, even-though
transcurrent query execution and dynamic synchronization can be seen as two orthogonal optimizations they are
very naturally combined with each other. Due to the non-blocking execution the ST gets more input from the query
threads and, therefore makes more informed decisions that further allow the query threads to process the index,
and generate new requests, at a higher pace.
3.4 Scheduling v.s. Cache Management
In the context of tertiary storage management an idea similar to TEM has recently been deployed in STACS [33] to
optimize the use of disk cache for files read from tapes and minimize the number of tape mounts. A difference is that
for each query, STACS using a combination of bit-sliced indices knows in advance the files that are needed. Thus
the main concern is about cache admission/release policies, while in TEM the focus is not on cache management
but on exploiting intra parallelism of index scans and overlapping I/O before reaching the cache. TEM should
impose no overhead while scheduling the requests. This is because disk accesses are in the orders of milliseconds,
while for tertiary storage the latency of mounting a tape can be several minutes.
In our initial designs we also though of exploiting the large number of pending requested queued in ST for
better cache management. We tested an implementation of a modified LRU policy that avoids replacing pages that
have pending requests on the right set of ST. Even though this resulted in a slightly higher buffer hit ratio than plain
TEM, the gains did not show up in query execution times because of the per-request overhead of synchronizing
ST’s structures with the buffer manager. Our current implementation is cleaner, easier to integrate with existing
systems and reorders the requests in a way that is ideal for LRU as shown in Figures 9, 10.
5
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4 Flow Control Extensions
Deferred requests are used in TEM as a mean to identify overlap among concurrent queries. A potential drawback is
that a request that is diverted to the left set (see section 3.2) can be delayed while incoming requests keep pushing
the request flow to the right set. Starvation is not possible, because the current file position is monotonically
increasing up to the point that the last page of the index is read or the right set is exhausted, or both. When this
occurs, the left and right sets will be swapped and therefore, in the worst case, the delayed request will be
satisfied after a full scan of the file.
From the user point of view, an index scan produces results only when leaf pages are processed. These pages
in R-trees and B + -trees hold the actual values while in Bitmap indices and B -trees contain compressed bit-maps
and pointers where the records are stored respectively. For some queries a delayed delivery of data (leaf) pages
might be unacceptable. This is the case for queries whose output is consumed by another thread, like a sub-query
in a pipelined execution model; a delayed delivery of data will block the consuming thread.
In TEM, the query thread continues execution even-though read requests for leaf pages are “delayed” by the
scheduler. This means that internally, the scan advances at all times. This is demonstrated in Figure 5. The spinning
arrows within the query thread and the ST denote internal asynchronous processing of index pages. The ST executes
detached leaf page requests while the query thread QT processes requests for non-leaf pages. Assuming that QT
processes PQT non-leaf pages per second and the ST processes PST leaf pages per second the aggregate processing
for the query is: Poverall = PQT + PST . Since output is only produced when scanning leaf pages, from the user
point of view the effective progress of his query q that we denote as data flow (DF) is:
DF (q) = PST

(3)

Intuitively the larger this number is, the more bursty the output of the query gets. In the presence of many concurrent
queries, a steady data flow for all of them can be achieved by bounding the idle time tidle of their leaf page requests.
This idle time is defined as the period between two consecutive satisfied leaf page requests. The ST maintains a
time-stamp information for each query that is running in the system and uses the index. This time-stamp is updated
every time a leaf-page request is satisfied for the query. The administrator defines a “hint” for the maximum time
W that a detached leaf-request is allowed to be delayed. Our implementation uses a Flow Control Thread that
periodically checks for expired requests. Assuming that this thread awakes every T time-units and checks all timestamps, then a query’s output might block, waiting for a data page for a period of tidle = W + T and therefore the
minimum data flow for the query will be:
DFlow =

1
W +T

pages=se

(4)

Leaf page requests that have expired are inserted in a priority queue that uses the delay information for sorting
them. As long as the ST finds expired requests in this queue, it processes them before those in the right set. A
minimum idle time can not be fully guaranteed because it depends on other parameters such as the load on the CPU,
the disk subsystem etc, and in addition a delayed request will have to wait other delayed requests that have longer
idle times. However, the number of page requests in the priority queue is bounded by the number of concurrent
queries in the system. This is because we only need at most one expired request per query to lower-bound the data
flow. This also prevents the data flow mechanism to become too intrusive if very small values for W and T are
chosen.

5 Experiments
The experiments that we describe in this section use an implementation of TEM on top of the ADMS [26] database
management system. For these experiments we have used the TPC-D benchmark [11] for setting up a demonstration database. TPC-D models a business data warehouse where the business is buying products from a
supplier and sells them to a customer. The measure attribute is the quantity of products that are involved in a transaction. For the first set of experiments, we concentrate on an aggregate view for this dataset that
aggregates the quantity measure on these three dimensions. The SQL description for the view is:6
6

fact table is used to store all sales data.
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create view View1 as
select product, customer, supplier,
sum(quantity) as total quant
from fact table
group by product, customer, supplier
This view was materialized in the disk using a single 3-dimensional R-tree stored in a raw disk device. We
did not use regular Unix files in order to disable OS buffering. This is a common technique recommended by all
commercial-strength database systems since they provide superior buffering techniques for database applications
than the OS [34]. The buffer manager of ADMS, as in most commercial database systems, uses LRU replacement
policy for tree indices. As we already mentioned in section 2, for indices that were bulk-loaded we do not expect
any differences between the performance of plain LRU and a domain separation algorithm.
We used a SUN Ultra-60 workstation with a 360MHz UltraSPARC-II CPU and an 18GB SEAGATE Cheetah
hard drive connected through an ultra wide SCSI bus. The drive controller operates at a lower level than the DBMS
(or the OS) buffering and thus all optimizations for reducing seeks or pre-fetching are performed for raw-devices
also. This drive is able to provide a sustained data transfer of 18.11MB/sec for serial reads from the raw device.
We created a 2GB TPC-D dataset (scale factor=2). The total number of records in the view was 11,997,772 and
the overall size of the R-tree was 183.8MB. The number of distinct values per attribute was 400,000, 300,000 and
20,000 for product, customer and supplier respectively.
5.1 Query Description
For searching the view we used queries with ranges on the grouping attributes product, customer and supplier. These queries are formulated in SQL using the template of Figure 7.

SELECT produ t;
FROM View1
WHERE produ t
AND
ustomer
AND supplier



ustomer; supplier; total quant

minprodu




min



t

ustomer

minsupplier

and produ t
and ustomer
and supplier

maxprodu




max

t

ustomer

maxsupplier

Fig. 7. Query template for View1

We used two different sets of queries:
Uniform Set: For these queries, the minimum value for each attribute is selected uniformly from the attribute’s
domain. The upper value is then chosen to create a random range that covers up to 25% of the attribute’s values.
For the three dimensional dataset that we used the maximum selectivity of an uniform query is 0:253 = 1:56%.
80–20 Set: For this query-set the lower value for each attribute is chosen using the 80-20 self-similar distribution [12] and the upper value as in the previous set.
5.2 Comparison of TEM Against an Unsynchronized Execution
For the first experiment, we used the Uniform Set of queries and varied the number of concurrent queries in the
system from 10 up to 200. Each of these queries was executed in a different thread. We used three different
configurations. The first, which is denoted as “CEM” in the graphs, refers to the “conventional” execution model,
where all queries are unsynchronized. The second configuration used the transcurrent execution model with single
page requests while the last one used composite requests as described in section 3.3. These configurations are
denoted as TEM and TEM+ respectively. The ST maintains a pre-allocated pool of request (QueryPatch) objects
that are used in the left and right sets. For the TEM/TEM+ configurations we set the request pool size to be
10
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Fig. 9. Requests made from the ST to the Buffer Manager (TEM+)

1MB and the buffer pool size of ADMS to 15MB. Since CEM does not use the ST, we gave the extra 1MB worth
of memory to the buffer manager and set its pool size to be 16MB.
Figure 8 depicts the overall execution time for all queries for the three configurations, as the number of concurrent queries increases from 10 to 200. For relatively light workload (10 concurrent queries), the overall execution
time is reduced by 13.9% in TEM and 16.9% in TEM+. As the number of queries increases, the differences between the three configurations become even more clear. For 200 concurrent queries the system with the TEM+
reduces the overall execution time from 500.4sec down to 324.4sec, a 35.2% reduction over the unsynchronized
execution. The effective disk I/O bandwidth, which is computed from the number of page requests serviced per
second was 8.67MB/sec for the CEM and 13.38MB/sec for the TEM+. Compared to the raw bandwidth of the disk,
the TEM+ utilizes 74% of the disk serial transfer rate with all 200 query threads and the service thread running in
a single CPU workstation.
In Figure 9 we plot the (logical) page requests for 40 queries after they are reordered by the ST and passed to the
buffer manager. The ST dynamically aligns requests at the right set to exploit spatial locality. These groups are
further stacked as shown in the Figure. This I/O pattern is ideal for the LRU policy because of its high time-space
locality.
Figure 10 shows the buffer hit ratio as the number of queries increases. Because of the noisy query I/O (similar
to that of Figure 1) the unsynchronized execution achieves a very poor hit ratio. For the TEM+ the hit ratio increases
with the number of concurrent queries up to 92.4% for 200 queries. This is because the more the queries the higher
the probability of having overlapping I/O gets, see Figure 2. In Figure 10 we also plot the optimal buffer hit ratio.
This was computed by examining the I/O traces of the queries and reordering the requests in a way that maximizes
the buffer hits. Notice that the TEM+ provides a near-optimal performance.
Table 2 shows the results of a second experiment using 40 and 200 concurrent queries of the second query set
(80–20 Set). This query set is very skewed with high locality of I/O. The execution time column shows the time to
execute all queries. The effective disk I/O was computed as the overall I/O generated by all queries divided by the
total execution time.
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Fig. 10. Buffer hits
#Queries Execution Model Execution Time Hit Ratio Effective I/O
40
CEM
92.87 sec
43.11% 10.21 MB/sec
queries TEM+
74.29 sec
79.48% 12.76 MB/sec
200
CEM
445.69 sec
51.76% 10.28 MB/sec
queries TEM+
344.67 sec
92.13% 13.29 MB/sec
Table 2. Performance data for the 80–20 Query Set

5.3 Experiments with Flow Control
For the following experiments, we implemented the flow-control extensions described in section 4. This new
configuration is denoted as TEM+/FC. For the analysis we used a set of 50 concurrent queries from the uniform
set. For each query we computed the average idle time, that is the time between two satisfied consecutive leaf
page requests, see subsection 4. Notice that this time also includes the overhead of processing the data page. For
the TEM+/FC we set the time-out period W to be 1sec and the sampling period of the Flow Control Thread T to
0.1sec. Figure 11 shows the average idle time for each individual query, for the three execution models. For the
CEM this idle time is 1.7sec on the average for all queries and can be justified from the heavy congestion in the disk
for 50 concurrent queries. For TEM+ the average idle time is higher at 5.8sec on the average and 21sec in the worst
case for query #50. Notice that the total execution time is much lower for TEM+ : 91.35sec, vs. 134.96 sec, i.e.
32.3% lower. The reason that the idle time is higher is because of detached query patches of leaf page requests that
are being delayed in the left set as described in subsection 4. Figure 11 shows that the TEM+/FC architecture
outperformed the other two. On the average the idle time was just 1.09sec over all queries resulting in a data flow
of 938 processed records per second to each thread. In Figure 12 we plot the average idle time for all queries along
with the computed standard deviation. This graph shows that TEM+/FC provides the lowest idle time and has the
smallest standard deviation, which means that it treats all queries fairly. On the contrary the deviation in the CEM
is higher due to the thrashing in the buffer pool and the disk. The price for this performance is rather small. The
total execution time for all 50 queries was 103.88 sec for TEM+/FC, about 13.7% slower than the TEM+, but still
23% faster than CEM.
5.4 Experiments with

B+-trees

TEM provides benefits when used with one dimensional indices like B -trees and Bitmap indices. For demonstration we used a 10MB B + -tree. The B + -tree record consisted of a integer key and a float measure. The total number
of tuples indexed was 1,264,626. The distribution of keys was uniform. For the first run we used the Uniform set
and varied the number of concurrent queries from 10 to 200. Figure 13 shows the increased buffer hits (for 2MB of
buffers) compared to the conventional model. The response time reduction was about 15% regardless of the load.
In a final experiment we tested TEM against random range queries with varying selectivity. Figure 14 shows
the hit ratio for 10 up to 100 concurrent queries with selectivities from 1%, up to 40%. As the selectivity and/or
the number of queries increase, TEM’s performance gets better. It is worth pointing out that in most cases, TEM
has a near-optimal performance. For example for 10 queries with selectivity 1% TEM achieves hit ratio of 6.94%
while the optimal hit ratio for this workload was 7.04%
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Fig. 11. Average idle time per query

Fig. 12. Idle time comparison

6 Conclusions
In this paper we argued that conventional index scans and buffering techniques are inadequate for utilizing modern
disk hardware and thus fail to support a highly concurrent workload against tree indexes. We showed analytically
and through experiments that in an unsynchronized execution, overlapping I/O is only exploited if it occurs within
a small time-window. We then introduced the transcurrent execution model (TEM) that exploits intra-parallelism of
index scans and dynamically decomposes each query into a set of disjoint query patches. This allows uninterrupted
processing of the index, while the disk is serving other I/O requests. Pending requests are dynamically merged
for adjacent areas of the tree. We further proposed the use of multi-page (composite) requests that allow smaller
synchronization overhead and higher probability of overlapping I/O among the detached query patches. For queries
that require a steady flow of processed tuples we introduced and used the data flow as a metric of the pace of each
query’s progress.
Our experiments demonstrate that the transcurrent query execution results in substantial performance benefits
in terms of query execution time, buffer hit ratio and disk throughput. These benefits increase as the workload in
the warehouse increases and offer a highly scalable solution to the I/O problem of data warehouses. In addition,
TEM can be easily integrated into existing systems; our implementation of ST using posix-threads showed no
measurable overhead from the synchronization algorithm and data structures, for 2 up to 500 concurrent queries in
a single CPU workstation.
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